In terminal cancer patients is morphine in any form the best choice for pain control as compared to any other medications or narcotics that develop less side effect and dependence?

Cancer is among the diseases that patients know that they won’t discover furthermore their conditions will keep on worsening. Patients with cancer live with pain where they are recommended some medications in order to relieve the pain. Patients, doctors, as well as family members in the current world of cancer would prefer the patient die in a peaceful condition other than suffering with much pain. There different types of medicines applicable to reduce pain for patients in the terminal point of their life.

Different research shows that morphine is one of the best medications that reduce pain effects to a person who is in the end ages of life, (Kettelman, 2009). On the same point, morphine is believed to have fewer side effects as compared to most pain control medications. This essay reviews on benefits put down by different researchers on the use of morphine to patients suffering from cancer and they are in their terminal ages, (Clark et al.2011).

In her research (Morphine: The benefits are worth the risks), Brown Susan highlights some of the benefits of using morphine to cancer patients who are at their end ages. The author of the article gives a small guide on how morphine should be used and monitored to control pain in cancer related situation. Although there are other medication that reduces pain, Brown gives reasons why morphine should be use instead of other medications simply because it has less side effects and it controls pain in the right manner. The author points out that some doctors do not prefer the use of morphine simply because it requires extra intervention in order to work in the right manner. Patients who are suffering with cancer pain should be administered with morphine simply because it reduces the pain, (Taub, 2010).
Morphine as a method of pain control is feared by doctors and patients simply because it requires intervention in order to offer desired results. According to the author of the article, although morphine medications are at risk when offered to cancer patients, it offers more benefits simply because when administered in the right way it helps patients reduce their pains. A better pain control can be achieved when morphine is administered in the right aspect. According to the author, individuals should learn how to use morphine and when to take care of the side effects thus develop healthy pain controlling environment, (Kettelman, 2009).

Karen Kettelman in his work ‘why give more morphine to a dying patient’ gives all reasons that justify why patients with cancer should be given morphine in controlling pain. Although there are other medications that control pain in cancer patients, morphine is more effective and efficient when administered in the right manner.

The author says that the use of morphine has fewer side effects as compared to its benefits. When administered in the best way, morphine has been discovered to be the best medication that controls pain within the shortest time and lasts longer hours. According to Karen, just like any other pain control medication, morphine helps patients reduce the level of pain giving them hope for a better tomorrow, (Brown, 2008).

When offered to cancer patients in the first place, Karen suggests that the effects of morphine are severe and may increase the level of pain to the patients. Although this happens, after few days the patients get used to and effectively responds to the medication. Patients later respond to morphine thus reducing the level of pains, (Taub, 2010).

Pageau and the group called morphine ‘new analgesic therapy’. According to their research, morphine is the best pain control medication simply because it allows patients return to their normal ways of work. Although the medication has some side effects, when used in the right way, it is believed that it works well as compared to other pain control medications, (Brown, 2008).

Patients who want to reduce the level of cancer pain should go for morphine simply because it responds faster as compared to other forms of pain control medication. With the research
developed by Pageau and the group, it is a clear indication that morphine stands to be the best pain control medication that should be used by patients. Research shows that morphine is one of the best cancer therapies that help patients control pain and return to their normal activities, (Kettelman, 2009).

Conclusion

Cancer is among the diseases that cause pain to patients that are severe. There are different pain control medications that patients use in order to reduce pain when at their end ages. Morphine although it has its side effects, when administered effectively it develops effective results to the patients. Nurses and doctors should learn how to use Morphine to control pain for patients.
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